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ABSTRACT
Motivated by the recent discoveries that six ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are powered
by highly super-Eddington X-ray pulsars, we searched for additional pulsating ULX (PULX)
candidates by identifying sources that exhibit long-term flux variability of at least an order of
magnitude (a common feature seen in the six known PULXs, which may potentially be related
to transitions to the propeller regime). Expanding on previous studies, we used the available
fluxes from XMM–Newton, Swift, and Chandra, along with carefully computed upper limits in
cases of a non-detection, to construct long-term light curves for a sample of 296 ULXs selected
from the XMM–Newton archive. Among these 296, we find 25 sources showing flux variability
larger than a factor of 10, of which 17 show some evidence for (or are at least consistent with)
exhibiting bimodal flux distributions, as would be expected for sources undergoing propeller
transitions. These sources are excellent candidates for continued monitoring programs to
further test for this behaviour. There are three sources in our final sample with fluxes similar to
NGC 5907 ULX1, currently the faintest known PULX, which would also be good targets for
deeper observations with current facilities to search for pulsations. For the rest of the PULX
candidates identified here, the next generation of X-ray telescopes (such as Athena) may be
required to determine their nature owing to their lower peak fluxes.
Key words: stars: neutron – X-rays: binaries.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are off-nuclear extragalactic
objects with X-ray luminosities higher than 1039 erg s−1, roughly
the Eddington luminosity (LEdd) for a standard stellar remnant black
hole (BH; ∼10 M, Kaaret, Feng & Roberts 2017). Although it
was long believed that ULXs were mostly BHs, coherent pulsations
have been recently found from six ULXs: M82 X−2 (Bachetti
et al. 2014), NGC 7793 P13 (Fu¨rst et al. 2016; Israel et al. 2017b),
NGC 5907 ULX1 (Israel et al. 2017a), NGC 300 ULX1 (Carpano
et al. 2018), NGC 1313 X−2 (Sathyaprakash et al. 2019), and M51
ULX7 (Rodrı´guez Castillo et al. 2019), indicating that some ULXs
are neutron stars (NSs). These pulsating ULXs (PULXs) show
extreme observational characteristics. Among them, NGC 5907
ULX1 is the most luminous NS found so far with a luminosity
of about 1041 erg s−1, ∼500 times higher than the corresponding
Eddington limit of NSs (Israel et al. 2017a; Fu¨rst et al. 2017).
 E-mail: xsong@pulsarastronomy.net
Furthermore, monitoring of the pulse period shows that they are
all spinning up. For NGC 300 ULX1, the most extreme case, the
spin period changed from 32 s to about 19 s in 2 yr from 2016 to
2018 (Carpano et al. 2018; Bachetti et al. 2018). Another ULX,
M51 ULX8, has also been identified as a likely NS accretor through
the detection of a potential cyclotron resonant scattering feature
(CRSF; Brightman et al. 2018), although pulsations have not yet
been detected from this source.
Currently there is significant debate over how these NS ULXs
are able to reach such extreme luminosities. Although there must
be some degree of anisotropy to the radiation field to see pulsations
(e.g. Basko & Sunyaev 1976), these systems do not appear to be
strongly beamed, as their pulse profiles are all nearly sinusoidal
(Bachetti et al. 2014; Fu¨rst et al. 2016; Israel et al. 2017b,a; Carpano
et al. 2018). The debate primarily focuses on the magnetic fields
of these systems. One possibility invokes strong, magnetar-level
magnetic fields (B ∼ 1014 G; e.g. Eks¸i et al. 2015; Dall’Osso,
Perna & Stella 2015; Mushtukov et al. 2015). Such extreme fields
reduce the electron scattering cross-section (Herold 1979), and
in turn increase the effective Eddington luminosity. If dipolar,
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fields of this strength would truncate the accretion flow at large
radii, although the presence of higher order (e.g. quadrupolar)
components to the field close to the surface of the NS may ease this
constraint to some extent (e.g. Israel et al. 2017a). However, other
authors have instead argued for low magnetic fields (potentially
as low as B ∼ 109 G) based on the ratio of the spin-up rate to
the luminosity, which is an order of magnitude lower than typical
X-ray pulsars and may imply that the disc extends close to the
NS surface (e.g. Kluz´niak & Lasota 2015). If this is the case, the
extreme luminosities would need to be produced by a highly super-
Eddington accretion disc that extends close to the accretor, similar
to super-Eddington accretion on to a BH (King & Lasota 2016).
The two potential direct constraints on PULX magnetic fields from
CRSFs paint a mixed picture; Brightman et al. (2018) identify the
feature in M51 ULX8 as a proton CRSF, implying a magnetar-
level field of B ∼ 1015 G (although see also Middleton et al. 2019),
while Walton et al. (2018b) present a potential electron CRSF in
NGC 300 ULX1, implying a much more moderate field of B ∼
1012 G (however, see also Koliopanos et al. 2019).
With so few examples currently known, identifying additional
pulsar/NS ULXs will necessarily play a major role in furthering
our understanding of these remarkable systems. However, this is
complicated by the fact that in half of the known PULXs the
pulsations are observed to be transient. Furthermore, the pulsations
can be challenging to detect when present owing to the combination
of the low count rates from ULXs and the fact that significant period
derivatives are seen in the known PULXs. We therefore require
additional means to identify promising PULX candidates.
In addition to hosting NS accretors, a number of the known
PULXs also have other characteristics in common, particularly
in terms of their long-term variability properties. M82 X−2,
NGC 7793 P13, and NGC 5907 ULX1 all exhibit unusual ‘off’ states
in which their fluxes drop by factors of ∼100 (or more) relative to
their typical ULX states (Motch et al. 2014; Walton et al. 2015;
Brightman et al. 2016), potentially offering a means to identify
new PULX candidates (NGC 300 ULX1 is also known to exhibit
high-amplitude variability, but high-cadence monitoring has only
begun relatively recently for this source). Tsygankov et al. (2016)
proposed that these off-states are related to the propeller effect, in
which the magnetic field suddenly acts as a barrier to accretion
and shuts off the observed luminosity. Based on this possibility,
Earnshaw, Roberts & Sathyaprakash (2018) searched the XMM–
Newton archive for other sources that exhibit long-term variability
in excess of an order of magnitude in flux, and found another highly
variable ULX that shows evidence for a bimodal flux distribution,
as would be expected for an NS transitioning into and out of the
propeller regime. Recently, Brightman et al. (2019) found that the
off-states in M82 X−2 appear to be associated with its superorbital
period of ∼60 d, providing another potential explanation to the
off-states observed in some cases.
In this work, we expand on the preliminary analysis presented in
Earnshaw et al. (2018) and compile data from all of the major soft
X-ray observatories – XMM–Newton (Jansen et al. 2001), Chandra
(Weisskopf et al. 2002), and the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory
(hereafter Swift; Gehrels et al. 2004) – for a large sample of ULXs
to facilitate an expanded search for highly variable sources and
identify further PULX candidates. The structure of the paper is as
follows: Section 2 presents the data assembly for the ULX samples
from the three telescopes. In Section 3, we explain the refinements
on the fluxes and upper limits to select highly variable samples. We
discuss these selected ULXs based on their light curves in Section 4.
The conclusion follows in Section 5.
2 DATA A SSEMBLY
2.1 The ULX sample
We began with the latest available ULX catalogue, presented in
Earnshaw et al. (2019), an update of the ULX catalogue compiled by
Walton et al. (2011). This is based on observations with the XMM–
Newton observatory, and was compiled by cross-correlating the
fourth data release of the 3XMM Serendipitous Survey (DR4; Rosen
et al. 2016)1 with the Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies
(RC3, de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) and the Catalogue of Neigh-
bouring Galaxies (CNG, Karachentsev et al. 2004). The Earnshaw
et al. (2019) catalogue includes 340 ULX candidates, considering
only sources that have luminosities higher than 1039 erg s−1. We
note that of the six known PULXs, only NGC 5907 ULX1 and M51
ULX7 are present in this catalogue; M82 X−2 is blended with X-1
for XMM–Newton, while the earliest XMM–Newton observation of
NGC 7793 P13 only became publicly available in 2013 and NGC
300 ULX1 only reached ULX luminosities in 2016, both of which
are after the cut-off for 3XMM-DR4. Finally, NGC 1313 X−2 is
formally located outside of the D25 isophote listed for NGC 1313
in the RC3 catalogue, which is used to mark the extent of the galaxy
in Earnshaw et al. (2019). Of the 340 ULX candidates, 296 sources
have at least two observations in the combined XMM–Newton, Swift,
and Chandra archives, allowing for at least a crude assessment of
the level of variability observed. Earnshaw et al. (2019) note that
about ∼24 per cent of their sample of ULX candidates are estimated
to be unidentified non-ULX contaminants (primarily background
quasars). However, our focus is on highly variable sources, so
it is worth noting that our source selection procedure is likely
biased against such sources, as background quasars do not typically
exhibit the level of variability we are interested in on the time-scales
typically covered by the available light curves (e.g. Paolillo et al.
2017). In the following sections, we outline our data assembly
procedure for building up long-term light curves of these sources.
In general, throughout this work we refer to individual sources
with their 3XMM-DR4 source identifications (SRCID), but where
relevant we also give the full source name.
2.2 XMM–Newton data
For each source considered, we updated the XMM–Newton data
to incorporate all of the observations included in 3XMM-DR7
(Data Release 7, data publicly available before 2016 December
31; (Rosenet al. 2016))2 to construct the long-term light curves.
The 3XMM-DR7 catalogue provides XMM–Newton fluxes in
the 0.2–12 keV band, based on data from the EPIC detectors (pn,
MOS1, and MOS2; Stru¨der et al. 2001; Turner et al. 2001). However,
the 3XMM catalogue does not provide information for cases in
which a known source was observed but not detected, and such
non-detections are of significant interest for our work. When this
occurred, we therefore computed upper limits on the flux at the
source position, as described in Section 2.2.1.
2.2.1 Upper limit determination
Due to the large amount of data we were dealing with, we initially
used the FLIX tool3 (Flux Limits from Images from XMM-Newton)
1https://xmmssc-www.star.le.ac.uk/Catalogue/3XMM-DR4/
2http://xmmssc.irap.omp.eu/Catalogue/3XMM-DR7/3XMM DR7.html
3http://www.ledas.ac.uk/flix/flix3
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to compute approximate 3σ upper limits prior to 3XMM-DR5
(data publicly available before 2013 December 31; the current
FLIX archive does not yet include data for later 3XMM releases).
FLIX computes upper limits based on the exposure and the overall
background level of an observation following the calculations
outlined in Carrera et al. (2007). However, while convenient, the
FLIX upper limits can be significantly underestimated, so we only
used these as an initial step to select highly variable candidates; the
calculations performed by FLIX do not allow for the possibility of
weak (but not significantly detected) source emission, nor potential
local contamination from, e.g. diffuse emission in the host galaxy
or the point spread function (PSF) wings of bright nearby sources
[e.g. the central active galactic nucleus (AGN)] which results in an
underestimation of the background flux from which the upper limit
is derived.
We also therefore computed our own 3σ upper limits for
observations not covered in FLIX, as well as any sources selected
in our initial search for strong variability based on the FLIX upper
limits (see below). These manual upper limits were calculated by
performing aperture photometry based on the method in Kraft,
Burrows & Nousek (1991) after carefully selecting source and
background regions, as these can be critical for the determination
of the upper limits. The source region used was a circle of radius
10, 15, or 20 arcsec, chosen on a case-by-case basis as a balance
between avoiding nearby source contamination and including a
reasonable fraction of the source emission. The background regions
were selected to mimic the environment in which the source
resides. For isolated sources, the background region was chosen to
avoid other sources or background emission, and for sources close
to another bright source, i.e. within its PSF, the background region
was selected to be at the same radial distance from the bright
source.
These calculations gave the upper limits in raw counts. To
determine the corresponding count rate, the upper limit on the raw
counts was divided by the exposure time at the source position,
taken from the exposure map for that particular observation (which
accounts for vignetting). We also corrected the upper limits for
the fraction of the PSF outside of the source region (with the
exact correction depending on the region size used), based on the
fractional encircled energy at 1.5 keV, as this is where the effective
area curves peak for the individual EPIC detectors.4 The count rates
were then in turn converted to flux using the WEBPIMMS tool5
(Mukai 1993), which accounts for the effective area and responses
of the telescope and detectors. We assumed a generic spectral
shape for this conversion, with a power-law photon index () of
1.7 and an absorption column density (NH) of 3 × 1020 cm−2,
which is consistent with that used by 3XMM-DR7 to compute
source fluxes (Rosen et al. 2016). We noted that ULXs typically
have softer spectra (see e.g. Gladstone, Roberts & Done 2009) but
the spectral shape assumed should not affect the relative fluxes we
are interested in. These calculations were performed for each of
the EPIC detectors in turn, and we selected the minimum upper
limit among the three to give the tightest constraint. Given the
more detailed treatment of the individual sources, we consider
these upper limits to be more robust than those returned by
FLIX.
4https://xmm-tools.cosmos.esa.int/external/xmm user support/documenta
tion/uhb/onaxisxraypsf.html
5https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/w3pimms/w3pimms.pl
2.3 Swift data
We also compiled data from the X-ray telescope (XRT, Burrows
et al. 2005) on board Swift. Although Swift typically monitors
sources with larger numbers of short snapshot observations (typ-
ically ∼2 ks exposure), such that the individual observations do not
have the same sensitivity as those taken with XMM–Newton and
Chandra, the substantial temporal coverage provided by these data
are of great benefit for a number of the sources considered.
We extracted the Swift data for our ULX sample using the standard
light-curve pipeline (Evans et al. 2009). This provides either XRT
count rates (if a source is detected) or 3σ upper limits on the count
rate (if it is not) in the 0.3–10.0 keV band as a function of time. The
latter are calculated following the method described in Kraft et al.
(1991), similar to our manually calculated XMM–Newton upper
limits. We adopted a 5-d binning method to the fact that ULXs are
extragalactic, and therefore typically quite faint. It is possible that
some ULXs may vary significantly on shorter time-scales than this
(e.g. Walton et al. 2015), however in reality the chance of having
multiple Swift observations within 5 d is rather low. With its default
settings, the pipeline performs centroiding and applies a dynamic
source region to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) at a given
position (with the appropriate PSF corrections applied). In most
cases this is desirable, and so we kept these settings. However, for
our sources of interest, we found that in a relatively small number of
cases this resulted in misidentification and/or contamination from
other nearby bright sources (see Section 3). For these cases, we
re-ran the Swift pipeline with centroiding turned off and a manually
specified maximum source region size to address these issues. To
construct the final light curve, the XRT count rates/limits were
converted to fluxes using WEBPIMMS5. We again used NH of
3 × 1020 cm−2 and  of 1.7 for the conversion factor, the same as
applied in 3XMM-DR7 (Rosen et al. 2016).
2.4 Chandra data
Chandra has the best imaging resolution (better than 1 arcsec on-
axis) of any X-ray mission flown to date, making it very efficient
at detecting faint point sources. Observations with Chandra are
therefore particularly useful for identifying blended sources that
might not be resolved by XMM–Newton and Swift, and potentially
for constraining low-flux states. We compiled the available data
from the latest Chandra Source Catalogue (Evans et al., in prepara-
tion) Release (version 2.0, hereafter CSC2), which contains publicly
available data prior to 2014 observed with either the ACIS (Garmire
et al. 2003) or HRC (Zombeck et al. 1995) detectors. We note that,
at the time of writing, the current release contains ∼90 per cent of
the full data set to be included in CSC2, but only a few specific
fields are still missing which are not generally of relevance here.
To extract the Chandra data, we searched for sources within
10 arcsec of the XMM–Newton source position in the available
CSC2 data. The distribution of the separation between the XMM
and the Chandra positions of matched sources is shown in Fig. 1.
The separation between the XMM–Newton and Chandra position
peaks within a few arcseconds, which shows that the Chandra
sources are very likely to be the true counterparts of the XMM–
Newton ones. For each detected source, CSC2 provides fluxes
for individual observation (under the ‘Per Observation’ tab in
the catalogue). It includes a variety of model-dependent source
fluxes in the 0.5–7 keV band for ACIS observations (0.1–10 keV
for HRC). Where available, we used the fluxes calculated using
an absorbed power-law model, which assumes  = 2 and a
(position-dependent) galactic absorption column from the National
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Figure 1. The distribution of the separation for the matched sources
between the source positions of XMM–Newton and Chandra. The bin size
is set to be 0.5 arcsec.
Radio Astronomy Observatory survey (given by the CIAO command
PROP GOLDEN6).Although this is not the same as the model assumed
when calculating the XMM–Newton and Swift fluxes, we did not
attempt to correct the Chandra fluxes owing to the strong time-
dependence of the Chandra instrumental responses (related to the
build-up of the well-known contaminant on the ACIS detectors;
Plucinsky et al. 2018). Tests with the latest Chandra responses
suggest that, for a given count rate, the different models should
only result in differences of 20 per cent in the fluxes inferred, a
small effect given the level of variability we are searching for (see
Section 3).
Similar to our approach with XMM–Newton, we also manually
computed upper limits for any sources that were observed but not de-
tected (determined using FIND CHANDRA OBSID). Note that, owing
to Chandra’s low background and superior sensitivity to faint point
sources, this was a much rarer occurrence than with XMM–Newton.
For these calculations, we followed the same basic approach as
outlined in Section 2.2.1). Source and background counts were
extracted using the SRCFLUX command in CIAO (which accounts for
the time-dependent nature of the Chandra responses) with manually
defined source and background regions, and converted to count
rates by using the observation exposure. We chose a fixed source
region size of 3 arcsec, which includes more than 99 per cent of
the Chandra PSF.7 The factor to convert count rates to fluxes was
given by SRCFLUX. In these cases, we did assume a spectral model
consistent with that used for the XMM–Newton and Swift data (i.e.
 = 1.7 and NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2). Finally, we also noted that
there were eight entries in CSC2 for sources considered here that
had measured count rates, but for which the flux conversion had
not been applied. In these cases we converted the count rates into
fluxes ourselves, again using conversion factors calculated with the
SRCFLUX command assuming the above model (for consistency with
the XMM–Newton and Swift data).
3 SE L E C T I N G H I G H LY VA R I A B L E U L X S
Having assembled a large quantity of data on our ULX candidates,
we performed a series of sanity checks in order to refine the sample
6http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/ahelp/colden.html
7http://cxc.harvard.edu/proposer/POG/html/chap4.html
Figure 2. Chandra (left, obsID 2950) and XMM–Newton PN image (right,
obsID 0150280501) of SRC 901. The green 10 arcsec circle is centred at
the XMM–Newton source position, which encircled two sources with similar
brightness in the Chandra image, while it is unresolved in the XMM–Newton
one. The image has been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of radius 1 pixel.
and ensure that we were selecting ULXs that genuinely show high
levels of variability, as outlined below.
3.1 Chandra imaging
In order to identify sources that were potentially blended in the
XMM–Newton data our ULX sample was initially selected from, we
first examined cases with multiple source matches in CSC2 within
our 10 arcsec search radius. Of the 296 XMM–Newton sources with
multiple X-ray observations considered here, 34 returned multiple
Chandra matches. In these instances, we retained the initial XMM–
Newton source if one of the matched sources was significantly
brighter than the others (by an order of magnitude or more in flux),
and was the closest match to the XMM–Newton position, as this
clearly identifies it as the real Chandra counterpart and implies
that the XMM–Newton data was dominated by a single source.
However, in a number of cases the Chandra data revealed two (or
more) sources of similar brightness within the XMM–Newton PSF,
implying the XMM–Newton ‘source’ was likely dominated by the
combination of these sources in reality (e.g. see Fig. 2). We excluded
these 18 sources from our sample. There were 129 XMM–Newton
selected sources for which no Chandra data exist in CSC2, and so
no further assessment of source confusion can be made beyond the
initial selection in the parent ULX catalogue, which only included
sources consistent with being point-like in the XMM–Newton data
(Earnshaw et al. 2019).
3.2 Initial sample selection
It is important to note at this stage that the data compiled from
XMM–Newton, Swift, and Chandra each cover slightly different
energy bands. In order to combine the data into a single long-term
light curve for each of the 278 remaining sources, we therefore
converted the fluxes/limits to a common 0.3–10 keV energy band
(where necessary) using WEBPIMMS and the spectral models used
to calculate the fluxes for each of the different missions. From these
light curves, which utilized the FLIX upper limits for XMM–Newton
and the Swift data from the default first pass with the XRT pipeline,
we initially selected 45 sources that, even after considering the
statistical uncertainties on the fluxes, show long-term variability
larger than an order of magnitude (selected to match the variability
threshold used in Earnshaw et al. 2018). These sources were further
MNRAS 491, 1260–1277 (2020)
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inspected in greater detail to produce refined light curves (see below)
and ensure the inferred level of variability was robust.
3.3 XMM–Newton sanity checks
We began by inspecting in detail the XMM–Newton data for our
initial sample of 45 in order to confirm the veracity of the source
detections, and refine the initial upper limits provided by FLIX in
the case of non-detections.
3.3.1 Spurious detections
Although the 3XMM-DR7 catalogue used various methods to try
and ensure robust source detections, it is still possible that some of
the catalogue entries are actually spurious. We therefore inspected
the XMM–Newton images for each of our initial sample, and
concluded that two entries were likely spurious, for a variety of
reasons. SRC 90011 only has a single XMM–Newton detection,
which was just above the detection threshold for the 3XMM survey,
and the source was in the wings of the PSF of the bright X-ray
source corresponding to the central AGN in Mrk 3. We further
confirmed that it did not appear in the Chandra catalogue and was
not detected in the Swift image. Source 354089 only had a single,
low-significance XMM–Newton detection, and was located right at
the edge of the XMM–Newton field of view (FoV). Again, there
were no corresponding detections with either Chandra or Swift.
Furthermore, SRC 354089 was seen in the direction of the nucleus
of its host galaxy, NGC 4151 (another extremely X-ray bright AGN),
which was just outside of the XMM–Newton FoV for the observation
in which this source is detected. We therefore excluded these two
sources from our final sample.
In addition, although the source itself is not spurious, we found
that SRC 10388 and 3277 both had two entries for the same
observation ID in 3XMM-DR7. These had slightly different source
positions, and fluxes that differed by roughly an order of magnitude.
We conservatively adopt the entry that had a higher detection
significance, which gave a higher flux. SRC 3277 then did not meet
our variability threshold when compared against the detections in
other observations, and so was also excluded from our final sample.
3.3.2 Source misidentification
Inspecting the XMM–Newton images for sources 28943 and 349814,
we realized these two sources are only separated by 4 arcsec. There
were four XMM–Newton observations covering NGC 4485, the host
galaxy of these two source entries. Each source had two detections,
and two upper limits. In both cases, these upper limits were the
reason that the sources were initially selected as highly variable.
However, the two upper limits for SRC 349814 corresponded to
the two detections in SRC 28943 and vice versa. Furthermore, the
Chandra images only showed a single source near the position of the
two XMM–Newton sources. We therefore concluded that 3XMM-
DR7 incorrectly assigned two different IDs to the same source in this
case, resulting in each only appearing to be detected in some of the
available observations. After merging the measurements into a sin-
gle light curve and reassessing the variability of the source, we found
that it did not meet our variability threshold, and so we also excluded
these data from our final sample. This is the only case in which such
misidentification appears to have occurred within our sample.
Figure 3. XMM–Newton PN images for SRC 17826 from ObsID
0692840401 (left) and 0692840501 (right), both smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of radius 1 pixel. The source position is marked with a green solid
circle of radius 20 arcsec. The source position in these two observations is
affected by the CCD readout column and the bright AGN.
3.3.3 Other imaging issues
During the course of inspecting the XMM–Newton images, we
also identified a small number of individual observations where
the source in question was located in a sufficiently complex
environment that good fluxes/upper limits could not be obtained.
For example, for two observations of SRC 17826, in the galaxy
NGC 1365, the position of the ULX (which does not appear to have
been detected) was located in both the wings of the PSF of the
X-ray bright central nucleus and its readout streak (see Fig. 3). This
meant there was no available location sufficiently similar to the
source position with which to perform a suitable local background
estimate, and so we were unable to estimate a robust upper limit.
These observations were excluded from the final light curve for this
source. That these issues only resulted in the exclusion of a small
number of observations, and in turn only resulted in one source
being removed from the sample completely (SRC 8408).
3.3.4 Upper limits
As described in Section 2.2.1, the FLIX upper limits are likely to
be underestimated. For each of the initially selected sample, we
therefore manually recalculated any XMM–Newton upper limits in
their light curves following the method outlined in Section 2.2.1.
Fig. 4 shows two examples of the region selected for the upper limit
assessment. For SRC 4934, where the source was not affected by
other sources of emission, a large background radius of 80 arcsec
was selected. On the other hand, SRC 7245 (host galaxy M51) sits in
the PSF of a nearby, bright source (the nucleus of M51), and also has
another fainter source in close proximity. The background region is
placed at approximately the same radial distance to both the nearby
sources as the source region used for the upper limit calculation.
In addition, this region also includes the diffuse emission from
the host galaxy M51. As expected, the manually calculated upper
limits (which we expect to be more robust) were larger than those
obtained from FLIX. We then reassessed whether the sources would
still meet our variability threshold. We identified three (SRC 27414,
35286, and 64434) sources for which the FLIX upper limits were
significantly underestimated, owing to the presence of significantly
enhanced local backgrounds, and so the level of variability was
significantly overestimated. These were therefore excluded from
our final sample.
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Figure 4. Two examples of background region selection for XMM–Newton
observations. The upper panel shows the MOS2 image from ObsID
0150280701 for SRC 4934, where the background is relatively clean and a
large region is used. The lower panel shows the PN image for SRC 7245 from
ObsID 0303420201, where the background is chosen to have the same size
as the source, since the source region is affected by the nearby bright source
and the diffuse emission from the host galaxy. The source and background
regions are marked in green solid and cyan dashed curves, respectively. The
left- and right-hand figured are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of radius
1 and 3 pixels, respectively.
3.4 Swift sanity checks
As noted above, the default XRT light-curve pipeline utilizes a
dynamic source region, which is designed to maximize the S/N for
each individual Swift observation. The pipeline attempts to centroid
the source region based on the first XRT image (in the case that
the pipeline fails to centroid, the stacked image is used instead.),
and adjusts the size of the extraction region on an observation-by-
observation basis with radii limited to the range 11.8–70.8 arcsec
(Evans et al. 2007). However, a number of the ULXs considered
here are in fairly crowded fields, and for these sources this approach
can become problematic. In some cases, the presence of bright,
nearby sources can confuse the centroiding process, resulting in
offset source regions that may then also contain flux from both (or
even multiple) sources. In other cases, even if the centroiding keeps
the region centred on the source in question, for some observations,
it can still be advantageous for the pipeline to increase the size of the
source region to incorporate additional flux from a nearby source as
this increases the S/N of the integrated data within that region (e.g.
if a nearby transient source appears later in the Swift coverage).
These issues primarily result in the Swift data overpredicting the
true source flux; we show the example of SRC 226383 in Fig. 5,
which suffers from contamination.
For each of the remaining sources in our initial selection, we
therefore compared the position of the source region and the
maximum size used in the initial Swift analysis with the various
X-ray images available. Where any of the issues highlighted above
were observed, we re-ran the Swift pipeline either with centroiding
Figure 5. Swift image of SRC 226383 at the source region, smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel of radius 2 pixel. With centroiding turned off, the maximum
region in green given by the Swift pipeline with radius of 69 arcsec contains
a few bright sources. The average 33 arcsec source region in cyan is still
contaminated by the nearby sources. After reducing the source region, the
white circle shows the adjusted region centred at the XMM–Newton position
with radius of 10 arcsec.
turned off or with a manually defined maximum size for the source
region (or both), where relevant. Where an upper limit on the size
of the source region was set, this was determined on a case-by-
case basis, depending on the proximity of the other nearby sources.
After re-running the Swift pipeline with updated settings, we again
re-analysed their levels of variability.
We draw special attention to SRC 17826, where the source posi-
tion was significantly contaminated by the PSF of the nearby AGN
(see Fig. 3 for the environment around this source). An examination
of the Swift images did not show a source detection (Evans et al.,
in preparation). However, even when selecting a background region
close to the source to compute the Swift fluxes and upper limit,
we found that the pipeline returned excess fluxes at the source
position. Thus, we treated the 3σ upper bound of these fluxes as
upper limits. This is the only case where a strong contamination was
observed even after using carefully chosen source and background
regions, resulting in unreliable flux measurements when using the
Swift pipeline. Nevertheless, the source can still be classified as
highly variable given the available Chandra and XMM–Newton
data.
11 of our initial sample (SRC 3374, 28995, 40237, 44195, 55654,
122918, 226383, 348319, 358069, 359377, and 366822) no longer
met our variability threshold with the refined Swift data, and so were
removed from our final sample.
3.5 The final sample
In summary, after addressing the identified issues above, we ex-
cluded 20 sources from our initial sample: 2 because of misidentifi-
cation, 3 spurious XMM–Newton sources, 1 due to a spurious XMM–
Newton flux measurement, 3 after upper limit refinements, and 11
based on the reprocessed Swift fluxes. We were therefore left with a
final sample of 25 highly variable ULXs. These are listed in Table 1,
along with some of their basic properties. These sources revealed a
variety of different long-term behaviour, which we discuss further
below. For each of these sources we constructed a final long-term
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Figure 6. Long-term light curve and flux distribution for SRC 28355 (NGC 5907 ULX1, a known PULX). The X-axes of the light curve and the histogram
panels are the observation time in MJD and the number of observations, respectively. The common Y-axis is the observed flux. The XMM–Newton, Swift, and
Chandra fluxes/upper limits are marked in blue, red, and green points/downward arrows, respectively. For the histogram, all fluxes are stacked together to give
the overall distribution, and the upper limits are added together and plotted in black dash line.
Figure 7. Light curve and histogram of SRC 2242 (NGC 6946 ULX1). See the caption of Fig. 6.
light curve, and also computed flux distributions based on these light
curves (similar to Tsygankov et al. 2016; Earnshaw et al. 2018). For
comparison with the rest of our highly variable sample, we showed
the long-term light curve and the flux distribution for the known
PULX NGC 5907 ULX1 (which, as expected, is also selected by
our analysis) in Fig. 6, and we also show a few other individual
sources from our sample in Figs 7–9; the remaining sources are
shown in Appendix A.
One thing that is immediately apparent from these plots is the
extremely variable coverage currently available for these sources.
Although there were a number of cases that have been observed
fairly frequently, there were also a number of cases with extremely
sparse coverage. The poor coverage available for these sources
prevented us from undertaking a systematic statistical analysis
of these distributions to try and formally quantify any degree of
bimodality/deviation from standard behaviour for persistently ac-
creting sources (see below). We therefore limited ourselves instead
to a simple visual assessment to determine whether the sources
selected show any evidence for off-states that could potentially be
related to propeller transitions. These assessments are also given in
Table 1. In total, we found 17 new sources in our highly variable
sample that either show good evidence for such off-states, or at least
are consistent with doing so.
4 D ISCUSSION
Motivated by the recent discovery of ULXs pulsars, we have
undertaken a program to identify additional PULX candidates by
searching for ULXs that exhibit strong long-term variability, and
in particular low-flux ‘off’-states, which have been observed in the
known PULXs and may be linked to the propeller effect (Tsygankov
et al. 2016). Our work built on the initial search presented in
Earnshaw et al. (2018) by undertaking a more comprehensive
analysis of the available data in the archive. To undertake our search,
we constructed the long-term X-ray light curves of 278 ULXs
using all available observations from XMM–Newton, Swift, and
Chandra. Because of the generally limited number of observations
of a given source with each individual observatory, combining
the data from different telescopes increases the chance of finding
ULXs that exhibit such variability. We found 25 sources show long-
term flux variability in excess of an order magnitude. Among this
sample, we identified 17 new sources that could potentially exhibit
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Figure 8. Light curve and histogram of SRC 100854. See the caption of Fig. 6.
Figure 9. Light curve and histogram of SRC 90213. See the caption of Fig. 6.
a bimodal flux distributions or off-states, similar to the known
PULXs.
4.1 Examples of highly variable ULXs
In the following sections, we present some examples of the light
curves and the flux histograms of ULXs from our highly variable
sample to demonstrate the different types of variability observed.
As a further sanity check, we note that the known PULX NGC
5907 ULX1 (SRC 28355) and M51 ULX7 (SRC 5256) are selected
by our analysis (as expected), showing a variability of more than a
factor of 100 and good evidence for a bimodal flux distribution. The
light curve and the histogram of NGC 5907 ULX1 are presented
in Fig. 6 as an example. Our approach confirms that PULXs can
exhibit large flux variability and the analysis we have done is
reasonable.
4.1.1 ‘Normal’ sources
There are a number of sources that exhibit observed variability
amplitudes large enough to match our selection criterion, but
broadly appear to show a continuous flux distribution, with no
evidence for distinct off-states. In many cases, these distributions
appear to be consistent with being approximately lognormal, as
expected for accretion processes (e.g. Uttley, McHardy & Vaughan
2005). Fig. 7 shows the light curve and the histogram of SRC 2242
as an example of one such source. While this is the behaviour that
would broadly be expected for BH ULX candidates, as these sources
cannot experience propeller transitions, it is also possible that these
sources are powered by NSs that just do not enter the propeller
regime. This possibility will be discussed further in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 Single detections
There are also a couple of cases in which the source is mostly
undetected, apart from a single observation that shows a flux higher
than the ULX threshold. One such example is SRC 100854, shown
in Fig. 8. It can be seen that the lowest upper limits were well
separated with the detected flux. This behaviour could be explained
by the presence of a transient ULX with a low duty cycle. Indeed, the
fourth PULX NGC 300 ULX1 is a transient system (Carpano et al.
2018), having been first detected in 2010 (when it was misidentified
as a supernova and given the classification SN 2010da; Monard
2010). However, such single detections could also be the result of
explosive transient events (e.g. genuine supernovae), which would
naturally be short-lived, one-off events, and could well appear as a
single detection given the limited coverage many of these candidates
currently have. This ‘outburst’ scenario is also seen in low mass X-
ray binaries (see e.g. Burke et al. 2013; Middleton et al. 2013), where
the source mostly stays in the sub-Eddington regime, but may reach
ULX luminosity during outbursts. If the recurrence time-scale is
long and/or the sampling is sparse, such outbursts could result in
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just a single detection in our light curves. The detection of further
outbursts from these sources is required to fully determine whether
these sources are genuine, accretion-powered X-ray binaries.
4.1.3 Potential PULX candidates
The best PULX candidates among our sample are those that show
good evidence for a bimodal flux distribution, as would be expected
for sources undergoing propeller phase transitions. A number of
sources in our sample either do show good evidence for a bimodal
distribution, or at least are consistent with showing a bimodal
distribution within the limited coverage currently available. We
show one of the best examples, SRC 90213 in Fig. 9. Its long-
term behaviour can be compared with NGC 5907 ULX1 (shown
in Fig. 6) and NGC 7793 P13, showing a high state with ULX
luminosities and a low-state orders of magnitude lower in flux.
Among our highly variable sample, these sources are likely the
highest priority in terms of continued monitoring to confirm their
bimodal nature, particularly given the sparse coverage currently
available for a number of them.
Among our new bimodal candidates (i.e. sources that are not al-
ready known to be pulsars), we note in particular that sources 90213,
102935 (NGC 891 ULX; Hodges-Kluck et al. 2012) and 266604
(NGC 7090 ULX) have comparable peak fluxes to NGC 5907
ULX1, currently the faintest (in terms of observed flux) of the known
PULXs. It may therefore be possible to undertake meaningful
pulsation searches for these sources with our current X-ray facilities.
Furthermore, based on the available coverage, source 102935 appear
to spend the majority of the time in their high-flux states, in which
pulsation searches can most efficiently be performed. We also note
that, as expected, our analysis additionally selected source 7245
(M51 ULX4), which is the bimodal source highlighted by Earnshaw
et al. (2018). Although Earnshaw et al. (2018) did not detect any
coherent pulsations from the data currently available for this source,
we note that its peak flux is rather low in comparison to all of the
known PULXs (roughly a factor of 5 fainter).
4.2 Implications
The 17 sources identified as showing evidence for a bimodal
flux distribution are our strongest PULX candidates, and as such
are good targets for deeper follow-up observations to search for
pulsations, either with current or future X-ray facilities. There are
also a number of cases that are consistent with being bimodal,
but currently have poor coverage, so targeted monitoring of these
sources to more robustly determine their flux distributions would
also be particularly useful.
In addition to helping to determine the contribution of NSs
to the broader ULX population, which is currently a subject of
significant debate (e.g. Pintore et al. 2017; Middleton & King
2017; Koliopanos et al. 2017; Wiktorowicz et al. 2017; Walton
et al. 2018a), the identification of additional PULXs is an important
step in understanding just how these remarkable sources are able
to reach such extreme apparent luminosities. In particular, if the
off-states that we have used to select our PULX candidates are
associated with propeller transitions, this offers a potential means
to estimate the magnetic fields of these systems. This is currently
another area of significant debate (e.g. Eks¸i et al. 2015; Dall’Osso
et al. 2015; King & Lasota 2016), but is a key quantity in terms
of determining accretion physics for these systems. For sources
to undergo such a transition the magnetospheric radius (Rm) must
be similar to the corotation radius (Rco). In the standard model
for magnetically dominated accretion (Ghosh, Lamb & Pethick
1977), Rm is determined by both the magnetic field (B-field) and
the mass accretion rate ( ˙M , which should itself be related to the
observed flux): Rm ∝ B4/7 ˙M−2/7, while Rco is determined by the
spin period of the NS (P): Rco ∝ P2/3. While we do not have Rco
at the current time for these sources, if pulsations are identified in
the future, knowing Rco helps the estimation of Rm and thus the
strength of the B-field (although it should be noted that the B-field
measured this way may only probe the dipolar component, and
would not necessarily shed light on any higher order components to
the overall magnetic field that act closer to the NS, e.g. Israel et al.
2017b).
For the other sources highlighted here, which have observed
variability amplitudes larger than an order of magnitude but do not
show good evidence for off-states (i.e. they show a more ‘normal’
flux distribution), they could still be NSs that do not enter the
propeller regime. If this is the case, then this would likely imply
that Rm  Rco, such that even an order of magnitude variation
in flux is not sufficient to trigger a propeller transition. In turn,
this would then imply that these sources have weaker B-fields or
larger spin periods (or both), when compared to sources that have
similar peak luminosities but do undergo propeller transitions. For
sources with Rm  Rco we would expect the accretion disc to make
a stronger relative contribution to the total observed flux, which in
turn makes the pulsations more challenging to detect (as the disc
components should not pulse). This is qualitatively consistent with
the broadband spectral analysis comparing the known PULXs with
ULXs from which pulsations have not currently been seen (Walton
et al. 2018a). Finally, although we have focused on highly variable
ULXs in this work, we also note that sources with more modest
variability could again be NSs with Rm always smaller than Rco.
However, since their observed variability amplitudes are lower, the
expected changes in Rm are subsequently smaller, and so the degree
to which Rm would have to be smaller than Rco is correspondingly
not as strongly determined.
4.3 X-ray colours
We also investigated the X-ray colours/hardness ratios of our highly
variable sample, and compared them to those of the broader ULX
population to see if there are any notable spectral differences that
could potentially be used to help identify other highly variable
sources that do not currently have sufficient temporal coverage. We
limited ourselves to a simple colour-based analysis given the highly
variable data quality available, and focused on the XMM–Newton
hardness ratios since our parent sample is derived from the 3XMM
catalogue. This provides source information for five sub-bands
across the full 0.2–12.0 keV XMM–Newton energy range (0.2–
0.5, 0.5–1.0, 1.0–2.0, 2.0–4.5, and 4.5–12.0 keV), as well as four
hardness ratios between adjacent sub-bands. These hardness ratios
are defined as HR = (H − S)/(H + S), where H and S are the count
rates in the harder and the softer bands, respectively (such that they
are bounded by the range −1 ≤ HR ≤ 1). For simplicity, we focused
on the average hardness ratios for each individual source (also
provided by 3XMM for sources with multiple XMM detections),
and computed histograms for each of the four hardness ratios for
our highly variable sample and the rest of the ULX candidates
included in the Earnshaw et al. (2019) catalogue; we also followed
the approach of Earnshaw et al. (2019) and only included sources
with robustly constrained hardness ratios (those with uncertainties
less than 0.2). These histograms are shown in Fig. 10. We found
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Figure 10. Histograms of the four HRs ratios for the highly variable sample
(in orange, marked as ‘var’) and the rest of ULXs (in blue, marked as
‘persistent’). The histogram has a bin size of 0.1.
that there is little to distinguish the highly variable sources from
the rest of the ULX population with this simple analysis; in all
cases the distributions of the two populations are clearly similar.
This further stresses the need for continued monitoring programs
to unearth more of these highly variable ULXs, as there does not
appear to be a simple way to distinguish them based on their spectral
properties.
4.4 Limitations
Although we have taken a number of steps to ensure the light
curves produced are robust measures of the variations exhibited
by the ULXs considered, there are a number of issues that could
still potentially influence the variability amplitudes inferred. As
discussed above, the majority of the Chandra fluxes used (from
CSC2) were computed assuming a slightly different spectral model
than assumed for the XMM–Newton data in 3XMM and for the Swift
data, potentially introducing a systematic offset between the fluxes
inferred from these observatories. In addition, there are known
cross-calibration issues between Chandra, XMM–Newton, and Swift
which we have not actively accounted for in our work. However,
both of these effects are at the ∼10–20 per cent level (see Madsen
et al. 2015, 2017 for a recent assessments of the cross-calibration
between these observatories). Since we have been searching for
variations in excess of an order of magnitude, we consider it unlikely
that these issues would have a significant effect on our assessment
of the source variability. Additionally, our initial selection of highly
variable sources was based on upper limits calculated by the FLIX
server, which are likely not as robust as the manual calculations we
subsequently performed for these sources. However, since the FLIX
limits are likely underestimated, such that they would overestimate
the variability amplitude, it is unlikely that using these limits for
our initial selection would have caused us to incorrectly exclude
any sources from our final sample.
It is also worth noting that the selection criterion used here (i.e.
at least a factor of 10 in long time-scale flux variability) is purely
empirical, and based on the observed behaviour of PULXs. The
expected difference in flux across the propeller transition can be
expressed approximately as LX ∼ 170P 2/3M1/31.4 R−16 (where P is
the spin period in seconds, M1.4 is the NS mass in units of 1.4 M,
and R6 is the NS radius in units of 106 cm; Tsygankov et al. 2016).
If there are PULXs with spin periods significantly shorter than
those seen to date (e.g. millisecond pulsars), the expected level of
variability is smaller than our selection criterion. These sources will
likely not be included in our sample, and in general will be difficult
to identify among the broader ULX population from their long-term
variability.
Another potential explanation for strong long-term flux variabil-
ity is via the superorbital periodicity seen in some PULXs, which
can in some cases reach amplitudes similar to those selected here
(e.g. Brightman et al. 2019). While the origin of these cycles is
not entirely clear, superorbital periods are typically interpreted as
being related to some kind of precession, rather than variations in
accretion rate (e.g. Kotze & Charles 2012). However, the majority
of systems with robustly confirmed long-time-scale X-ray periods
are also known PULXs (Walton et al. 2016; Fu¨rst et al. 2018;
Brightman et al., in preparation), so selecting sources with high-
amplitude variability is still likely a reasonable way of identifying
good PULX candidates, even if we are really seeing superorbital
variability in some cases.
However, the primary limitation to our work is the sparse cover-
age available for the majority of the ULXs considered. As discussed
above, this prevents us from undertaking a more rigorous statistical
analysis of the available flux distributions to test for bimodality, and
so we limited ourselves to a visual assessment, which is naturally
more subjective. However, even more fundamentally, this lowers
the probability of having observed off-states in many of these
sources in the first place, even if intrinsically they do exhibit this
behaviour. These issues can only be addressed with higher continued
(and higher cadence) monitoring of a larger sample of ULXs. As
discussed by Earnshaw et al. (2018), the eROSITA all-sky survey
(Merloni et al. 2012) will naturally provide additional coverage of
all of these sources, and has good potential for discovering even
more highly variable ULXs.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D FU T U R E WO R K
With the current sample of known PULXs still severely limited,
identification of further members of this population is a critical step
in our efforts to understand these enigmatic sources. One possible
way to identify good PULX candidates among the broader ULX
population, based on the behaviour seen from the known PULXs,
is to search for sources exhibiting low-flux states in addition to
their extreme ULX luminosities. These may be related to propeller
transitions, which would require an NS accretor. Building on an
initial search for such sources based on XMM–Newton (Earnshaw
et al. 2018), we compiled the available data from each of the XMM–
Newton, Swift, and Chandra observatories for the sample of ULXs
compiled by Earnshaw et al. (2019), and construct long-term light
curves for each of these sources. Because we were looking for faint
states, in which the source may not be detected, where this appears to
be the case we paid particular attention to computing robust upper
limits to the source flux so that we can accurately determine the
amplitudes of the variability exhibited. Of the 278 ULX candidates
with multiple observations, we identified 25 sources that showed at
least an order of magnitude in variability. Among these 25, there
are 17 new sources that appear to show off-states/bimodal flux
distributions similar to the known PULXs.
These sources are good candidates for both continued moni-
toring (as a number have sparse coverage) and deeper follow-
up observations that could help to identify pulsations. Pulsation
searches for these sources are important for both expanding the
sample of know PULXs, and confirming our approach as an efficient
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method of identifying PULXs among the broader ULX population.
However, while some of the sources identified are bright enough for
sensitive pulsation searches with our current X-ray observatories,
many are faint and such work may require observations with the
next generation of X-ray observatories (e.g. Athena; Nandra et al.
2013, and eROSITA; Merloni et al. 2012). Further expansion of the
known ULX population in the local universe, combining continued
monitoring, updated galaxy and X-ray source catalogues, would
also potentially help to identify further examples of this behaviour.
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A P P E N D I X A : LO N G - T E R M L I G H T C U RV E S
Here, we show the remaining long-term light curves compiled for
our highly variable sample of ULX candidates (Fig. A1).
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Figure A1. Light curves and flux histograms for the rest of our highly variable ULX sample (similar to Figs 6–9).
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Figure A1 – continued
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Figure A1 – continued
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Figure A1 – continued
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Figure A1 – continued
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Figure A1 – continued
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